SVG Strassenverkehrs-Genossenschaft Württemberg eG

To archive electronic communications and filter spam, SVG Strassenverkehrs-Genossenschaft Württemberg eG uses Micro Focus® Retain™ Unified Archiving and Micro Focus Secure Gateway.

Solution
The SVG Strassenverkehrs-Genossenschaft Württemberg eG works as a service provider for the shipping trade and has around 72 employees. Fifty of those are integrated in the company network and are working actively with the Exchange system.

After analyzing the issues, longtime system and network advisor Peter Johnson (Schwartz GmbH & Co. KG) directly recommended implementing Secure Gateway and Retain Unified Archiving. He also invited the SVG to his company’s open day. GWAVA (now part of Micro Focus) sent an employee to give a presentation on the company’s products. At the end of the day, SVG was completely convinced and decided in favor of Secure Gateway.

In about four hours, both Retain Unified Archiving and Secure Gateway were implemented without any problems. They didn’t even need to run for a trial period. The employees of SVG are now enjoying their clean mailboxes, and the IT department can be sure that its archiving is legally compliant.

Pleased with his newly secure Exchange system, Sobot explains: “What do we like the best about GWAVA (now Secure Gateway)? The great spam filter in GWAVA and the clean archiving and compression of emails by Retain!"

At a Glance
- **Industry**
  Business Services
- **Location**
  Germany
- **Challenge**
  The organization needed an archiving and spam filtering solution.
- **Solution**
  Use Retain Unified Archiving and Secure Gateway to archive electronic communications and block spam.
- **Results**
  + Helps meet compliance requirements
  + Keeps users’ inboxes free of spam
“We were looking for a solution to get our spam issues under control and to meet existing legal requirements for archiving. GWAVA is able to solve both problems!”
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